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QConnect Limits 

Introduction: The establishment of control limits in laboratory medicine has traditionally relied on 
calculating the mean of a set of QC test results and applying a range determined as the mean +/- x 
standard deviations (SD) of the same QC test results, where x is usually equal to two or three. 

If the variation in QC test results is assumed to measure change in the analytical performance of a 
test system, there must similarly be an assumption that the patient test results are affected 
proportionally to those of the QC sample i.e. commutability.  That is, if the QC test results decrease 
unexpectedly, the results of the patient population tested in the same conditions as the QC sample 
would be expected to decrease in a proportional manner.  Although this may occur in clinical 
chemistry, there is evidence that it is not universal.  To our knowledge, there has only been one 
systematic evaluation of this phenomenon for infectious disease serology, which found that, for the 
population investigated (which was predominantly negative for the marker in question) there was no 
detectable commutability. 

NRL has conducted an international QC program (www.nrlquality.org.au/qconnect) for 
participants performing infectious disease serology for over a decade.  QConnect QC 
samples (previously known as PeliSpy) are selected to give low-level reactivity on specific assays.  
Generally, each lot of QC is manufactured by AcroMetrix (Benicia Ca) using the same stock 
material at the same concentration, thereby minimising the lot-to-lot variation.  Participants 
testing the QC sample enter results and associated information into an internet-based program 
(EDCNet; NRL, Melbourne, Australia).  Through EDCNet, the reported QC test results can be 
monitored using a range of tabular and graphical reports.  Also, QC test results for participants 
testing using the same assay and QC combination (peer group) can be compared.  In this way, 
NRL has collected thousands of QC sample test results from different lots of QC for each peer 
group. 

Establishing QC control limits for serological assays is problematic.  When a traditional mean +/- x 
SD is used to establish the control limits for the QC samples used to monitor serological assays, 
large shifts in reactivity, often seen with the introduction of a new assay lot number, can cause all 
subsequent QC test results to fail QC rules, even though the assay kit control results are valid as 
per the manufacturer’s instructions for use (IFU).  Unlike clinical chemistry, it is not possible to 
correct the bias introduced by the change in test kit lot numbers by using a calibrator referenced to 
an international standard or certified reference material.  The QC officer is required to recalculate 
the control limits, or use the manufacturer’s IFU alone to validate the test run. 

An alternative method of setting control limits for specific assay/QC combinations has been 
developed by NRL  This improved approach to establishing control limits uses all QC test results for 
each peer group submitted to EDCNet, and incorporates the variance in QC test results arising 
from within and between each QC lot.  The method uses weighting to account for different 
numbers of test results obtained for different QC lots.  As the method incorporates 10 years of 
QC test result data, it includes all expected sources of variation in the test system including 
variation derived from multiple changes in assay lot numbers, and from many instruments, 
operators and environmental conditions. 

Data analysis: For each assay/QC lot data set the number of replicates, mean and SD were 
calculated.  An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to estimate the within-lot and the 
between-lot variance components.  The total variance was calculated as the sum of the 
within-lot and 



between-lot variances and the total SD (SDqc) was estimated as the square root of the total 
variance.  The overall mean ( ) for the assay/QC data set was calculated as the weighted 
average of the within-lot averages (with weights being dependent upon the within-lot replicate 
counts).  The lower assay/QC limit was -2SDqc and the upper assay/QC specific limit was 

+2SDqc.

Results: Control limits were established for three single analyte and four multimarker QC samples, 
each used for multiple assays (Table 1).  The number of QC lots used to establish the control limits 
ranged from two to 22.  QConnect limits have been established for more than 50 commonly used 
serological assays.  (Note that QConnect limits will be unavailable for QC samples until they are 
released as QConnect products).  As sufficient data is accumulated, QConnect limits will be 
established and published. 

Discussion: QC programs have been used in clinical chemistry for decades to quantify the 
repeatability and precision of measurement procedures.  Traditionally, a defined minimum set of QC 
values, often cited as 20 values, are used to calculate control limits; often using the mean plus and 
minus two or three SDs of that sample’s results.  This approach assumes that the results obtained 
were normally distributed and that there will be approximately 5% (x=/- 2SD) or 1% (x+/- 3SD) 
falsely rejected.  The approach also assumes that these ~20 values will be representative of future 
QC test results.  Westgard rules are often applied to aid the interpretation of QC sample test results. 
Allowable total error (TEa) is another means of establishing control limits.  Some authors have 
called for the simplification of QC processes to increase compliance. 

The principles used in establishing control limits when testing for inert analytes does not apply to 
infectious disease serology.  Even assuming commutability of QC and patient samples, if there was 
a proportional change in patient and QC test results, the number of falsely reported patient results 
would be minimal because there are very few true patient results around the cut-off.  The concept of 
TEa does not apply to serological testing because there is no error allowed in the detection of 
infectious diseases.  That is, a positive patient sample should always be reactive and negative 
patient samples reported as negative, especially in a blood donor screening setting.  Although 
traditional QC principles have been applied to infectious disease serology, there have been very few 
publications on their application. 

NRL’s QC program for infectious disease serology uses QC lots that are manufactured using the 
same stock materials and, where possible, calibrated against a reference standard using ISO 17511 
traceability claims.  Therefore, the QC lot-to-lot variability is minimised.  Using historical data from 
the NRL QC program, assay/QC limits have been established using the within- and between-QC lot 
variation. 

How QConnect Limits are used: The calculated QConnect limits are added to EDCNet for each 
different assay/QC lot combination.  On data entry, any results outside the QConnect limits for that 
assay/QC lot combination are flagged in red.  This flag indicates that the results are unusual and 
should be checked.  At this stage, typographical errors can be detected and corrected.  Flagged 
data can be submitted to the EDCNet database; however these data are held in quarantine and 
reviewed by the NRL administrator within 48hrs.  Data held in quarantine will be plotted on the 
graphs but will not be used in statistical analyses.  The NRL administrator will 1) accept the data, 2) 
reject the data or 3) contact the participant to discuss.  Accepted data will be released for use in 
statistical calculations; rejected data will be removed and an email will be sent to notify participants 
from that organisation that have “communications permissions” in EDCNet. 



Data that are outside the QConnect limits will be flagged in red on the Levey-Jennings charts.  
Participants with flagged data are recommended to review their processes to determine the source 
of the unexpected variation.   

What QConnect limits are NOT: QConnect limits have been developed to identify QC results that 
are unusual, they are not an indication of a failed test run.  QConnect limits are a tool that identifies 
QC results that warrant further investigation.  Valid results may still be outside the QConnect limits.  
The validity of a test run is based on the manufacturer’s validation criteria in their relevant IFU. 

Possible changes to QConnect Limits: Now that QConnect limits have been established, they 
can be used to determine the QC lot release criteria.  When new lots of QC are produced, results of 
pre-release testing are expected to fall within this pre-determined range, thereby minimising the risk 
of QC test results being outside the limits due to variation in QC manufacturing. 

However, when new stock material or concentrations of stock material are introduced, or if the 
manufacturer of the assay makes major changes to the test kit, the QConnect limits will require 
recalculation.  Therefore, in some instances, QConnect limits may not be available for certain 
assay/QC lot combinations, even if they have previously been available, or the limits may change 
over time.  These changes will most likely be QC lot, assay and analyte specific; i.e. a change in 
anti-HIV stock material may cause the QConnect limits for one or more anti-HIV assays to need to 
be re-calculated for a particular lot of QC.  However, it is unlikely that the QConnect limits for the 
other analytes will be affected.  In order to set control limits for new assays, results of at least two 
lots of QC are required.  NRL will publish the limits in the QConnect limits section of the QConnect 
website. 

NRL and AcroMetrix will endeavour to minimise the lot-to-lot variation of the QConnect QC samples 
through strict adherence to standard manufacturing processes.
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